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Product and service solutions, technologies for
preserving and displaying fresh and frozen products.



RIMACOLD MODERN &
EFFICIENT 

We set high standards for our company
striving for performance that reduces
our environmental impacts.

RIMACOLD BRAND

LET'S GO



OUR BRAND
INCLUDES

Elegant and modern serve over counter
solutions for all store sizes.

SERVE OVER COUNTERS

1
High volume capacity multidecks energy
and real estate efficient.

MULTIDECKS

2
Optimal product presentation for fast
sales and promotional products.

GRAB N GO

3
Cost effective bunkers with great product
display and energy saving solutions.

BUNKERS

4



EXPLAINING
ALL ABOUT US

We are developer of high
quality and innovative
equipment for the food retail
industry.

WHO WE ARE ?
We supply customers with
equipment and sulitions for
their retail food business. 

WHAT WE DO ?
We listen to our customers
needs and help them navigate
the many challanges of their
food business.

HOW WE WORK ?



OUR VISION
AND MISSION We want to reinvent the food

retail industry through
innovation and eco friendly
solutions. 

OUR VISION
Provide high quality and energy
efficient products that will help
our customers grow while
thinking green for the our
planet.

OUR MISSION



PLUG IN - GO
SOLUTIONS Curved glass self contained deli

and meat display case with
stainless streel bumper. 

RENO
SERVE OVER

Self contained reach in also
available with doors and
panoramic end walls. 

BOSTON SO/ SD
REACH IN

Self contained bakery display
case that is multipleable, also
avilable with straigh front glass.

IOWA S/QB
BAKERY DISPLAY CASE

Optimal temperature control and
product display area with our easy
to install and clean self contained
equipment.

NO MORE RACKS!



 PLUG IN - GO
SELF SERVICE Product visability on all four sides

with this self service display case.

EXO
SELF SERVICE / DISPLAY CASE

Versatility for its modular
combinations, excellent cooling
performance and easy installation

GEORGIA ISLAND
GRAB N GO

Excellent product visibility and
easy reach, thus contributing to
the improved customer shopping
experience.

SEATTLE ISLAND
LOW TEMP. REACH IN ISLAND



OAK VALLEY
SPACE LINE Stainless steel display area, ideal

for meat and deli. Optimal design
and product display

OAK VALLEY SPACE QB
SERVE OVER

With a display deck as a drawer,
equipped with trays, this is an
ideal for sweets and cakes.

OAK VALLEY SPEACE QB
SERVE  OVER PASTRY

This convertible cabinet ensures
convenient shopping and is an
attractive option for retail stores.

OAK VALLEY SPACE QB CONVERT
SERVE OVER - SELF SERVICE

Modern look straight glass design
serve-over counter with enlarged
exposition space for an eye-
catching food presentation,
suitable for a wide variety of
products. Ventilated circulation of
chilled air ensures even cooling
throughout the whole product
display area without drying out the
product on display.

NEW LINE FROM RIMACOLD



Designed for the sales of produce
in grocery markets. The inner
shelving on wheels gives mobility
and possibility to easily load the
shelving section.

MORE THAN
MULTIDECKS Vertical freezer solution with

large product capacity for any
store.

BROOKLYN
LOW TEMP. RECH IN

Modern design multideck for
attractive product presentation.
Sharp corners and straight lines
for a optimal display.

BRONX
MULTIDECK

BRONX VISION F&V
PRODUCE MULTIDECK

Our large capacity multideck BRONX
operates in an autonomous mode
with nature-friendly R290
hydrocarbon refrigerant, which has a
low impact on nature and is
considered as a green future-proof
refrigerant. The product also
features reduced indirect impact on
environment due to more efficient
energy use.

IT’S ALL ABOUT THINKING
GREEN!

https://freor.com/propane-based-multideck-jupiter-hydroloop-system/


This food display cabinet is
multiplexable and can be joined
into rows or form a separate
island. Available in 5 different
basic lengths.

MORE THAN
MULTIDECKS The Bronx island is also available

in a self contained version as well.

BRONX ISLAND
MULTIDECK ISLAND

Elegant open chiller BRONX
VISION has an ergonomic design
and provides perfect visibility

BRONX VISION
MULTIDECK

GEORGIA SPACE
GRAB N GO



DUAL AIR CURTAIN
TECHNOLOGY

Open cabinets generate higher sales
rate compared to closed cabinets as
they provide better visibility, have easy
access to products and encourage
impulse purchases. It is very important
that customers do not feel cold standing
in front of the cabinet when they make
decisions on food purchasing. 

IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

GET STARTED



UNIQUE AIRFLOW
SYSTEM

RIMACOLD's dual air curtain can save about 20 %
of energy compared to simple open front
multideck units because less cold air is wasted. It
has a significant impact on supermarkets, where
refrigeration usually accounts for up to 50 % of
energy consumption. Therefore, the dual air
curtain is a preferred option for retailers seeking
reduced energy usage. 

Compared to the regular double air curtain
systems in the market, where the air is taken from
above the cabinet, where it is hot (20-23 ºC),
RIMACOLD used system is far more energy-
efficient.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES



LOW TEMP.
BUNKERS Stylish design with high

panoramic glass provides
maximum visibility of the
merchandise.

LIBERTY ISLAND
LOW TEMP BUNKER

Reduced size yet spacious freezer
island, specially designed for
smaller shopping spaces.

FOX ISLAND
LOW TEMP BUNKER

Large loading capacity, wide
display, non-heated triple-glazed
doors with ergonomic handles.

BROOKS TOWER
DOUBLE PURPOSE LOW TEMP.

Commercial freezers are ‘must-have’
solutions for displaying large amounts of
frozen products while still allowing
shoppers to have a clear look of goods
on offer. RIMACOLD offers a wide range
of display freezers, including reach-in
upright freezer cabinets of various
heights, freezer islands, and serve over
freezer counters to create a
simultaneous look with positive
temperature counter lines.

REMOTE BUNKERS



Economic low temperature self
contained bunkers great cost and
energy effective solution for your

market.

ALASKA LOW TEMP. BUNKERS



ALASKA LOW
TEMP. LINE The perfect blend of style and

efficiency. With stunning front
and side displays.

ALASKA CEP FREEZERS
LOW TEMP. BUNKER

Double sided single low
temperature bunker with unit
incorporated.

ALASKA DOUBLE FREEZERS
LOW TEMP. BUNKER

Its sleek and modern design
makes it the perfect addition to
any establishment.

ALASKA ECH/ARV
FREEZERS
LOW TEMP.TOWER

Focused on projects, new product
development and customization,
we have a team that SUPPORTS
YOU!

RIMACOLD TEAM



THANKS FOR WATCHING

RIMASEE CORP.

www.rimasee.com
sales@rimasee.com / (347) 809 3544


